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"If we don't change direction soon,
we'll end up where we're going."
-Professor Irwin Corey
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those who will live in that world. Consider, for

and see. But to anticipate what we hope you will

example, present-day New York City. "I• NY"

see, think for a moment about how inseparable

say many of today 's residents and tourists. But the

love is from nature in our actual experience

seventeenth-century inhabitants of Manhattan,

whether it involves those special places where we

the Lenape Indians, would have probably been

have fallen in love, activities we love to engage in,

appalled by much of what present-day New Yorkers

or even the love of nature itself. More profoundly,

and visitors admire: skyscrapers, subways, museums,

where does nature end, and we begin? From the
point of view of biogeochemistry, nature is the

designer brands, bars and restaurants with a buzz.
For all we know, we stand to future people in

carbon cycle, the nitrogen cycle, and other natural

the way that the Lenape stand to us. We may be

cycles. We, like objects on this planet, are living

appalled by their tastes and desires. They may

embodiments of these cycles. Our breathing and

despise what we think of as the treasures that we

respiration are instances of the same cycles that

sacrifice to bequeath them. Knowledge changes,

govern the atmosphere; our circulatory system as

but so do preferences and desires.

well as various cellular processes are instances of

W hat, you may wonder, does this all have to do

the hydrological cycle; digestion and metabolism

with love? Don't we love our New York children as

recapitulate the soil cycle; and we are as subject

the Lenape loved their Manhatta children? W hat

to the laws of thermodynamics as any planet or

do managed, manicured parks, the incidence of

star. To neglect the natural world from which we

skyscrapers, geoengineered climate, nanoparticles

are constituted is to ignore the very matter of our

and the increasing use and dependence on virtual

own bodies-the hands with which a daughter
caresses the face of her dying father, the rapid,

reality have to do with love? One answer is wait
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Such questions and their lack of answers can

we know it today, and as our forebears understood

lead to a crisis in meaning. Human life has tra

it-can arise in the world of the Anthropocene.

ditionally been lived against the background of a

This is not a narrow scientific question. It con

nature that is seen as largely independent of human

tains a fundamental human challenge. The story

action. The Book of Matthew tells us that the sun

o( the Anthropocene begins with geology, but is

shines on the just and unjust alike. Once geo

ultimately a story of the human heart.

engineering is perfected we may be able to fix

Finally, a word on our collaboration. We are

this oversight of nature. But what becomes of
the message of humility and compassion that this

each, and together, responsible for every word in
this book. The authorial voice is neither Dale

teaching evokes?

Jamieson's nor Bonnie Nadzam's, but a third voice

Many questions remain but this much we

which we have jointly created.

know: the Earth is rapidly changing, and humanity
is a prime mover. What we are losing is substantial
and the Anthropocene will in many ways be a
diminished world. But will it be a world in which
our most important values shrivel? Will it provide
a platform for developing new rituals, ceremonies,
relationships and rites of passage that are meaningful
and appropriate to this new epoch?
The Anthropocene presents us with many
questions. Our focus is on how and where love-as
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